LISTING OF JOURNALS IN LANGUAGES AND LINGUISTICS AVAILABLE IN IIUM LIBRARY

Listed here are some of the titles relevant to the study of Languages and Linguistics. All journals are located on Level 4 of the Serials Section of the Library.

Acta linguistica Hungarica
by Magyar Tudomanyos Akademia
Publisher: Budapest : Akademiai Kiado, 1988-
Call No: j P25A188A

Africa : journal of the International African Institute =
by International African Institute, International Institute of African Languages and Cultures
Publisher: Edinburgh : Edinburgh University Press, 1928-
Call No: j PL8000A258I

CAELL journal : computer-assisted English language learning journal
by CALICO (Group), International Society for Technology in Education, Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages. CALL Interest Section
Publisher: Eugene, OR : ISTE with the support of CALICO and the TESOL CALL Interest Section : 1990-
Call No: j P53.28C127I

CALICO journal
by CALICO
Publisher: San Marcos, TX : CALICO, 1983-
Call No: j P53.28C153C

Computer assisted language learning
Publisher: Oxford, Eng. : Intellect, 1990-
Call No: j P53.28C738I

Guidelines
by Regional English Language Centre
Publisher: Singapore : SEAMEO Regional Language Centre, 1979-
Call No: j P51G946R

IRAL : International Review of Applied Linguistics In Language Teaching
Publisher: Heidelberg : Julius Groos, 1963-
Call No: j P1A1I65O
Journal of African languages and linguistics.
by Rijksuniversiteit te Leiden. Vakgroep Afrikaanse Taalkunde en Bantologie.
Publisher: [Dordrecht, Netherlands] : Foris Publications for Dept. of African Linguistics, University of Leiden, 2001
Call No: j PL8000J86M

Journal of East Asian linguistics
Publisher: Dordrecht ; Boston : Kluwer Academic Publishers, c1992-
Call No: j PJ2J86K

Journal of language studies
by Malaysia. Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM). Academy of Language Studies, Malaysia. Universiti Teknologi Mara (UiTM). Pusat Penerbitan Universiti (UPENA)
Publisher: Shah Alam, Selangor : Academy of Language Studies & Pusat Penerbitan Universiti (UPENA), Universti Teknologi Mara (UiTM), 2005-
Call No: j P1J86U

Journal of language teaching linguistics and literature
by Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Unit Bahasa-bahasa
Publisher: [Kuala Lumpur]: Pusat Bahasa, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 1991-

Journal of literary semantics.
by Eaton, Trevor
Publisher: Berlin : Mouton de Gruyter, 1972-
Call No: j PN1J86M

Jurnal bahasa jendela alam : Jurnal Persatuan Bahasa Moden Malaysia
by Persatuan Bahasa Moden Malaysia
Publisher: Kuala Lumpur : Persatuan Bahasa Moden Malaysia, 1997-
Call No: j PB5J95P

Language : journal of the Linguistic Society of America
by Linguistic Society of America
Publisher: Baltimore : Linguistic Society of America, 1925
Call No: j P1L287L

Language and intercultural communication
Publisher: Clevedon : Multilingual Matters, 2001
Call No: j P1A1L287M

Language learning journal : journal of the Association for Language Learning
by Association for Language Learning (Great Britain)
Publisher: Rugby : Association for Language Learning, 1990-
Call No: j P51L287A
**Language sciences**
Publisher: Tarrytown, NY : Pergamon Press, 1994-
Call No: j P1L271P

**Language teaching & linguistics : abstracts**
Call No: j PB35L287C

**Language teaching : the International abstracting journal for language teachers and applied linguists**
by Centre for Information on Language Teaching and Research, British Council. English Language & Literature Division
Publisher: Cambridge, England : Cambridge University Press, 1982
Call No: j PB35L287C

**Language testing**
Publisher: London : Edward Arnold, 1984-
Call No: j P53.4L287E

**Language variation and change**
Publisher: Cambridge, England : Cambridge University Press, 1989-
Call No: j P120V37L287C

**Lingua**
Publisher: Amsterdam : North-Holland, 1992-
Call No: j P9L755N

**Linguistics and philosophy**
Publisher: Dordrecht ; Boston : Reidel Pub. 1997-
Call No: j P1A1L755R

**Modern languages**
by Modern Language Association (Great Britain)
Publisher: London : A. & C. Black, 1919-1989
Call No: j PB1M689M

**Multilingua : journal of cross-cultural and interlanguage communication**
by Commission of the European Communities
Publisher: Berlin : Mouton, 1982-
Call No: j P115M961C

**Natural language & linguistic theory**
Publisher: Dordrecht, Holland : Reidel Pub., 1983-
Call No: j P1N285K
On-call
by Bond University (Gold Coast, Qld.). Language Centre
Publisher: Queensland : Language Centre, Bond University, 1986-2001
Call No: j P53.28O58B

ReCALL : journal of the CTI Centre for Modern Languages, University of Hull in association with EUROCALL
Publisher: University of Hull,Hull : CTI Centre for Modern Languages, 1989-
Call No: j PB36R294U

Second language research.
Publisher: London : Edward Arnold, 1985-
Call No: j P118S445E

Studies in second language acquisition.
Publisher: New York : Cambridge University Press, 1977-
Call No: j P118S933I

Tenggara : journal of Southeast Asian literature
by Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia. Pusat Bahasa. Jabatan Bahasa Inggeris
Publisher: Bangi : Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 1993
Call No: j PN9T292U